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DATE: 6/1/2012

As always at HRMC Quads are welcome at all open practices on the HRMC tracks, trails and open areas
day and night and for events:
However to protect the sport we all love, there are some criteria that have to be met:
For event racing you will need legible number plates on front and back of machine and jersey.
Kill switches required on the race track for practice or events, no exceptions after Oct 2012.
Nerf bars are advised, no sand paddle tires period on track surface.
Paddle tires on trails ok but not advised as we have some hard pack areas.
All safety gear is mandatory including properly working safety gear on the machines… please see
list on the website @ www.hornrapidsmx.com for minimum riding safety gear.
5 mph in the inner park area and parking lot gravel areas.
Helmets are to be buckled and worn at all times while the machine is moving or don’t ride it.
No double riding in the facility, anywhere without helmets. If you are caught you can be asked to
leave the facility.
HRMC expects courteous riding while sharing the track or trails any deliberate attempts to use your
machine as a weapon, you will be asked to leave the facility and possible face criminal charges for either
party involved. This includes infractions in the parking lots, up to and including being banned to ride @
HRMC.
Practice and open riding Thurs and Fridays during business hours: individual quad practice on mx
track: 1-7 quads:
10am-4pm or scheduled seasonal business hours (Quads will be with bikes combined class) unless:
(7) Or more quads then quads will have their own broken out practice as an individual group. (Minimum
drop down to 4), then combined back with bikes. Unless number goes back to (7) then class will be
included back into practice rotation.
Weekends: Sat and Sunday: 10am-5pm or scheduled seasonal business hours (10) or more for their
own class included into rotation, less than 10 quads confined to trails and open area, no single class.
Minimum drop down to (8) on track. Quads will not be mixed with bike classes on the weekends
must have 10 for their own class drop down to 8 minimum.
On weekend practices quads will have their own broken out practice for 10 or more quads.
Once number drops to (8) then no broken out class, however you can run the facility trail and outer open
area the rest of the day. EX: If 2 more show we will put class back in rotation.
EVENTS: Do not need 10 or more but must have at least (2) minimum quads on big track for
competition moto.
If the Quad numbers increase and have continuous support we can readjust as time goes on.
This policy includes Area 51.
Thanks, HRMC MANAGEMENT

